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INTRODUCTION



OUR MISSION

Privacy. Projection. Protection.

At Vivid Systems, we provide window solutions that enhance your
space, the latest smart film technology for exterior and interior glass.

WHO IS VIVID SYSTEMS FOR?

For commercial innovators to safety-minded home-owners, we
provide our customers with a variety of glass solutions tailor-made to
fit their needs. Discover our products dedicated to making the most
of every surface.



HOW IT WORKS



Vivid Smart Film is created by injecting a liquid crystal polymer and a
conductive polymer between two intermediate transparent
conductive films. It appears in the form of a mist without electricity,
while its internal liquid crystal molecules will align in order through
alternating current – Vivid Smart Film then becomes transparent from
its mist form.

Switching back and forth between transparent and opaque is as
easy as flipping a switch.



APPLICATIONS



RESIDENTIAL

Vivid Smart Film can be built in accordance with the owner’s
preference to create an ideal and convenient private space. The
matte glass can protect privacy. The transparent effect allows the
residents to bask in sunlight. In addition, Vivid Smart Film is the only
film available in the market that can isolate 100% of the UV rays and
more than 90% of the infrared heat source, achieving energy-saving
and environmental protection needs.

CLEAR MODE ON

CLEAR MODE OFF



CONFERENCE ROOM

Conference rooms not only provide space for people interaction but
are also used for product display by many companies. Vivid Smart
Film ability to switch between opacity and transparency strikes a
balance between design and function. It can be applied on the glass
wall simply for privacy or as a white background for projectors. The
same function can be applied to executives’ offices for personal
privacy.
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ADVERTISING WALL

During the day, Vivid Smart Film can be used as an electronic curtain
or insulation for storefronts and buildings. When combined with a full-
color projector, it can be converted into a wonderful large-scale
advertising wall. Its uniqueness and versatility appeals to advertising
agencies and retail clients. Any glass can become a media for
product promotion, bringing great benefits for users.
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